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Supplies Needed:

 Floriani Heat Craft Tool
 Floral Embroidery Design – Choose an
open‐work style flower design from
your library. The design should be a
maximum of three or four inches in
width. The floral design used in our
Forever Lei is available at Floriani
dealers only in the “What’s New
Seminar Kit” or Four‐Block Sampler
Project.

 Floriani Embroidery Thread (wind
several bobbins with the same color
you are using on top)

 Nylon Organza Fabric (Enough to
make 72 flowers)

 Beads – choose a bead to string
between each flower, use your
creativity – beads can be the same or
a collection of many different styles.

 Vinyl Narrow Rope (pictured) or Silk
Ribbon (this will be for stringing your
flowers and beads)

 Large Tapestry Needle
 Floriani Wet N Gone

Ricky and I have taken many amazing trips to
Hawaii over the years and have taught classes and
worked shows on several of the islands. Meeting
our Floriani consumers (family and friends!) and
working with our dealers in Hawaii has always
been a treat for us!
Last year was a unique time for us as we island
hopped and conducted many of our first ever
“Hands On Sewing Events”. We got to enjoy
working along‐side excited consumers as they
created beautiful projects and learned new
techniques using their Floriani stabilizers and
software! For some it was their first time to ever
lay hands on an embroidery machine and I believe
they were addicted to our hobby before leaving
the event!
Joining us to conduct the events was Debbie
Homer‐Hofhines, one of our lead educators. She
inspired many embroiderers, quilters and crafters
to think outside the box with their personal
creativity! One of her beautiful samples was well
fitting for our trip to the islands – it is what we call
“The Forever Lei”. This beautiful lei is made of
organza flowers created on your embroidery
machine and hence will ‘last forever’. Ricky and I
both received one of Debbie’s floral masterpieces
as we arrived on Maui – I will always treasure it!
Below are the directions for creating your own
Mau Loa Lei…..
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Let’s Get Started:
1. Open the design in the edit mode of your machine and repeat/duplicate the pattern as
many times as possible for your largest embroidery frame. Make sure the outline does not
overlap.
2. Thread the machine with embroidery thread and place a bobbin wound with the same
color in the bobbin case.
3. Place one layer of the nylon organza and one
piece of Floriani Wet N Gone in the embroidery
frame together. The organza should be on top.

4. Stitch the flowers.
5. Remove the hoop from the machine but do NOT
remove the fabric from the hoop.
6. Place the piece over a heat resistant surface
such as a tile, mirror or piece of glass.

7. Using your Floriani Heat Craft Tool carefully follow along the outer perimeter of the
stitching line to remove the excess organza. Clean the tip of the Tool often with a wire
brush for best results.
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8. Once the flowers are cut out – rinse the stabilizer away using room temperature water.
Allow the flowers to completely dry on a towel.
9. Repeat until you have the desired amount of flowers, Debbie used 72 for her lei.
Constructing the Lei
Thread the vinyl rope or silk ribbon through a large
tapestry needle, string one or two beads and then
pierce the center of the flower. Repeat the process
until the desired length is achieved. Note – the
beads you choose for this project will determine
the length of the lei overall. A rice or elongated
bead will spread the flowers out more versus a
simple ¼” round bead. Also, remember the beads
will add weight, so choose a very light weight
version for your lei. INSERT PIC 0817, 0818
AND 0821
Tie the ends securely and add a silk ribbon
bow to finish!
Maholo nui loa Debbie for inspiring us with this
wonderful creation!
Aloha’ oe and enjoy!
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